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The problem stated in the above title has been a challengThis interest was stimuing topic to the author for many years.
lated by actual shop experiences with girls during the second
semester of the school year 1941-42 when fifteen girls enrolled
Although their
in a class for instruction in auto mechanics.
first object was to qualify themselves for wörk with the Red
Cross iotor Corps, their interest was much deeper than was needed to fulfill those requirements.
The results showed. what could
accomplished
course
be
in such a
and the experience was most eni ight ening.
The purpose of this thesis is to determine what phases of
industrial arts, if any, would be of value to the secondary
school girl in preparing her for her probable ultimate career as
The average girl will undoubtedly become a housea homemaker.
wife. Good home management consists not only of keeping the
family clean and healthy, but of participating in the selection
and use of household equipment.
A questionnaire covering the main shop subjects which seemed
to have a direct bearing upon the home was submitted to industrial arts supervisors throughort the several states, and housewives were contacted in the Corvallis and San Francisco Bay areas.
While most supervisors of industrial arts have recognized
the value of shop courses for girls, for various reasons only a
minimum number of schools have incorporated into their curriculum a shop course especially planned for girls.
Housewives, although they have not had the opportunity to
enroll in industrial arts classes, appreciate the value which
might be a result of such training.
In their opinions, shop
courses could be planned in such a practical way as to help solve
many of the household problems with which they are confronted.
The results of the survey also show that supervisors and
housewives believe that there would be some value in all the
subjects included in the questionnaire; but that painting and
finishing, faucet repair and similar operation, and drivers education are the three most important.
Although seventy-three per cent of the supervisors answered
affirmatively to the question "Have you ever offered shop courses

for girls?", there were only a limited number who stated that
they had special girist classes. There is a trend in some areas
to have an exchange program with the home economics department.
This gives boys an opportuntti to take cooking while the girls
are enrolled in a shop course.
In conclusion, it is obvious that a shop program designed
to meet girls' needs would be voluable, and that the shop best
suited for such a course should be of the home mechanics type.
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THE VALUE OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

FOR SECONDA

SCHOOL GIRLS

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCT ION

Educational advancements often come years after a
This is not due to faulty educational devel-

need arises.

opment, but to the difficulty of predicting the future and

the problem of educating the public for the need of an

iiì-

proved educational system.

Educators do not expect, and the public should not
expect, the school

after year.

curiculum

to remain the same year

Revision cf courses

of

study and the addition

subjects should be the constant thought

of

There are no fields

of

of

educators.

education where any one teacher or

group of teachers have reached

a

point of lasting satis-

faction unless minds have become stagnant.

In order to

keep the school curriculum in step with modern

dvance-

ments, it is necessary to be continually revising, adding
and

eliminating courses in every department of the school.

Progress does not flow smoothly, but rather in periods
of

advancement

folled

by plateaus or even reverses.

cational progress is no exception.

The periods of advance-

ment come in the time of need or demanda,
a

feeling of satisfaction existe.

Edu-

the plateaus when

The prorcss of sh

classes for girls will follow the usual pattern.

There

will

plateaus, but the movement will be forward, and the day will come when the public will realize
that industrial erts is a part of general education for
girls as well as for boys.

be declines and

Statement of the Problem
While educators have lonE seen the need
of

Industrial arts tr3inin:. for girls, the

for

some

movement

type

for

Classes of various types
have been tried; some were special desees, others followed the same procedure as has been used for boys.
It will be the objective of this thesia to deterrth.ne
what phases of industrial arts, if any, would be of value
SUcia

has not been widespread.

to the secondary school girl in preparing her for her probable ultimate career as a homemaker.
Important objectives of industrial arts are: (1) to
broaden the pupil's knowledge of materials, methods of
construction, an processes of industry; (2) to create
avocational interest; (3) to develop the ability to do
minor repair and construction jobs at home and. elsewhere.
It 15 not necessary that industrial arts students
become expert workien, mastering the tools and techniques
of the shop. It is more desirable f or them to have a general knowledge

rials.

of

design, construction methods, and mate-

One method of gaining this knowledge is by working in
the shop; another by theoretical courses.

The former seems

to be the better ss lt has the power to hold. Interest,

develop ability to do minor repair
anI create avocational

interests.

and.

construction jobs,

At the same tiire,

shop

materIals,
work provides the opportunity for working with
and
learning constnction methods by actual application,
condicontacting the elements of design under realistic
tiens.
The average zirl will undoubtedly become a homemaker.

Good home management consists not only

of

keeping the fam-

in the selecily clean and healthy, but of participating

tion of a home, furniture, and household. necessities.
use
Women operate the family automobile, select and

elec-

contact with
trical appliances, and frequently come Into
It therefore
industrial design and construction problems.

might well consider
seems logical that the public schools
selected shop experiences for girls.

Purcose

of

the Study

The purpose of this study is two-fold:
1.

the

expanding
To determine if a need exists for

girls to include
eneral education of secondary school

selected phases of industrIal arts.
2.

phases

II thIs need exists,

then to determine the

most practical
(operations or job types) which seem

4

for irls.
The data used to determine if

a

need exists will

te

derived from (1) a questionnaire submitted to industrial
arts supervisors throughout the United States; (2) a personal interview with women (housewives and others) in typecal communities.

The questionnaire will seek

selectinß appropriate subject matter.

a

basis for
inter-

The personal

view will be of use in evaluating women's homemaking problems which touch on the field of inustr1al arts.

these two sources, thet part
of

of

From

industrial arts education

value to the secondary school girl should be apparent.
Sources of Data and

i'Lethods

Used in Obtaining

There are four sources from which data have been

gathered for this thesIs:
i.

A review of books

on the history of indus-

trial arts to determine if, and to what extent, girls have

been Included in any phase of
2.

its

development.

A review of the periodicals to determine the

more recent thoughts of educators concerning the successes
and fBilures of
3.

irls in industrial arts.

A questionnaire to industrial arts supervi-

sors in the several

states.

There will be at least one

representative from each state.

The more densely populated

stetes should be proportionately represented.

This will

5

give a general picture of the beliefs and trends throughout
the nation.
4.

and others)

Personal interviews with women (housewives
in the area of Corvallis,

cisco, California,
and small.

Oregon, and San Fran-

representing typical communities, large

CHAPTER

II

HISTORICAL 3ACKGROUiD
The history of industrial arts education for

a:i.rls

shows that veri little actually has been accomplished.

There has been quite

a

bit

of

educational thought, with
Gen-

various isolated attempts at putting it into practice.

there has been no widespread move-

erally soeakin',, however,

ment to include girls in industrial arts eJucation, though

modern educators are becoming increasingly conscious

of

a

need in this field.
Early Philosophy and Practice

The philosophy

of

many educators in the seventeenth

century included some industrial training for girls.

Al-

though these theories were not put into practice for many
years, they had

a

definite influence on later developments.

An exception to this was

a

school founded by Erhart Weigel
In his "School

near the close of the seventeenth century.
of Virtue"

he included handwork "for the purpose of sweeten-

ng the process of learning." (5:73)

During the eighteenth century,
ed

some schools were start-

which included industrial work for the girls as well as

the boys.
poor; an

port

of

These schools were mostly for the children of the
the industrial program had as its objective sup-

the school as well as preparation

his place in society.

of

the child for

7

Most of the manual work for girls at this date was

spinn1n, knitting, and sewing.
sa19.

Joachim Heinrich Campe once

concerning manual arts: (5:85)
I, for my parL, cannot deny that every child, be
the standing or sex what it may, ouht to be kept
regularly, and from an early age, at some mechanical and corporeal work; provided that only in the
choice of its regard to be paid on the one hand to
the future lot, and on the other to sex, and that
one child. must be more and another less occupied
The usefulnees of this is indeed
in this manner.
too great and manifold for me to wish any child to
be deprived of it.

The foregoing conveys the thoughts of many of the
educators of the eighteenth century.

Johann Heinrich Pestolozzi, 1746-1827, (5:107) was
man of many educational ideas.

a

His educational ventures

have been considered successful, although they failed financially.

His philosophy was to teach through action.

The life ambition

of

this educator was to help the poor,

and he concluded the best method of doing this was through

Such

a

school in which the children could earn their way.

a

school was started ±n 1771 in which he included girls as

well as boys.

These girls had an opportunity to learn ear-

dening, domestic dutios, and needle work.
Other schools which included some type of manual work

for girls were started throughout the eighteenth century;
but it was not until the middle and latter part of the nine-

teenth century that general education began to include girls
in the same type of work in which the boys were engaged.

to

One of the first schools to offer manual tra1ni
girls was established in Paris in 1367.

The offerings

this school bettar prepared the girls for aomeinakin
any previous school had done.

of

than

Besides cooking and sewing

the following information was imparted: (7:281)

Inventory of the furniture
Different types cf stoves and ovens
Fuels
Drawing
Care of the furniture
Cleaning and repairing

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

This school was so successful that others were started

in Paris and

Lilie.

These schools gave to France

a

educational prestige which stimulated other countries to
keep pace with a modern educational movement.

The industrial movement was also developing

in other

countries of Europe during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries.

Germany has always been a leadIng country in

educatIon.

The Sloyd system was organized in the Scandina-

vlan countries; Russia had a program under the leadership
of

Della Vos; and

for the poor.

L'iany

gland had industrial and factory schools
of

these schools included sewing,

cook-

ing, knitting, and weeving for the girls.

Development in United States 1375-1900
Manual training in the UnIted States had its first
generai. advancement during the last decade of the nineteenth

century.

Regular schools began to include manual training

in the curriculum, an

special schools

included shop instruction.
were

sast

of the

The

were founded which

majority

iississippi River.

of

Only a

these schools
sarnpling of the

offering manual training will be 5iscussed in this thosis, but a general cross section of nustrial education in this period will he attempted.
In 1887 at St. Paul, Minnesota, (7:4) instruction in
manual training began in the public schools. The first year
it included both boys and gi.,rls in shopwork, but after that
more important schools

the girls were eliminated.
Manual training was introduced in the Albany High
School in New York in 1888. Superintendent Charles W. Cole
made the folloNin, statement in 1890: (7:57)
Manual tx.inng is no 1cner an experiment with us.
We have become satisfied of its high educational
value, and we believe t will remain a fixed element
in our system. The question to be determined, however, is how far up and how far down it shall be
extended. Thus far we bave confined shop work to
the high school boys; next fall we shall introduce
woodwork in the Sloyd form among the girls in the
high school.
In 1888 Toledo, Ohio, introduced manual training in
the high school. In the first year's courses, the girls
in the senior class took lessons in light carpentry,

w-

carving, care and use of tools, and wood finishing. The
girls were taught in divisions by themselves, but offered
the same courses as the boys.

lo

Pratt Institute, founded. by Mr. Charles Pratt
Brooklyn, admitted girls as well as boys.

of

Mr. Pratt once

made the following statement: (7:88)

important design of this department ls to
render it practicable for persons of very limited
income to secure and enjoy more comfort in their
The man who earns lO per week will have
bornas.
a more attractive and happy home with a wife
trained in household economy than the man who receives twice as much whose wife has had no training in domestic economy and thrift.
One

The Cogswell Polytechnic College of San Francisco,

which offered high school courses, began shopwork in 1890.
The president, writing under date of August 7, 1891 says:
(7:28)

Only the carentry shop, blacksmith shop, modeling, and carving rooms are in operation now, in
addition to drawing and hih school courses of
studies.. ..

There were 21 graduates in 1891, 14 girls and 7 boys.
During the year 1889 in the high schools of Nebraska,
there were seven girls who took carpentry, eight took wood

turning, and two took wood carving.
The manual training program during this era definitely
included girls in many

of

the courses.

manual train±ng is clearly stated

'by

The purose

of

Woodward in 1835.

(2:198)
The object of the ±ntroduction of manual training
I have said that many
is not to make :nechanics
need. of repeating the
continued
times, and I find
staternent....Our great object i.e educational;
I have not the least
other objects are secondary.
doubt, but they will take care of themselves.
.

11

Beinnin

of the

Twentieth Century

The turn of the century brought
change in education.

public demand for a

a

The incorporation

into the school prorarn

of

manual training

n the last quarter of the nine-

teenth century had been urged, primarily, because of its
value to general education.
of

Reaction against this point

view was forthcoming wIth the new century.

chusetta state Commission on Industrial

The

iassa-

dcation and the

National Education Association Committee on Industrial Education urged

a

reorganization

of

manual training courses to

make them more directly contributory to vocational ends.

Other conditions contributing to

a

vocational trend

were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6

Compulsory education legislation
Dissatisfaction with the results of manual
trainIng in the schooL
Transfer of manufacture from the home shop to
the factory
Demand by the laboring classes for a better
adjustment of school work to their needs

Increasing lack of confidence in the doctrine

of formal education
World a r I.
rq

The vocational program affected the education
as well as boys.

of girls

home economics was looked upon as the

best type of such education for girls, both from

point of homemaking and vocational training.

the stand-

An influencing

factor for vocational trining for both boys and girls was
the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917.

This Act provided federal

12
aid to any public school, with certain qualifications,

fering vocational training.

of-

The conditions brought about

bill.
by the first World War influenced the passage of this
Thus, from the beginning of the twentieth century untu

few years after the war, there was

a

former theory

of

a

weakening in the

manual training for cultural education,

its
with definite vocational training partially taking

place.

During this period, the manual training movement which
had included girls

and

a

in shopwork was practically forgotten,

more definite program of home economics and vocational

education developed.
Modern Trends
Industrial arts as a means of general educat±on has
since the close
been accepted. by the majority of the people
The reconversion movement and the
of the first World ?ar.

demands for

a

broadening

of

the educational program helped

alike that industrial
to convince the public and educators

program.
arts should be a part of the general educational
reluctant to recogThe public and many schoolmen have been
of the
nie the value of industrial arts for girls, but some
the relationship
more progressive educators have long seen

between industrial arts and the needs
E.

E.

of the

homemaker.

at
Erickson, Director of Industrial Education

California,
Santa Barbara State College, Santa Barbara,

13

states: (C:176)
Not much has been done toward giving girls an opportunity to learn to do routine home mechanics
Just what is the reason for this apparent
jobs.
reluctance to let girls work in the shop is hard
to determine fully, since it is certainly true
that women now must attempt and do attempt to
work out problems of this sort ...............

From the standpoint of interest and. response, work
with girls in the shop will pay fully as well as
with boys, and sometimes more so. Girls have had
fewer opportunities in this direction and are,
consequently, more appreciative.
There is a scattering

of

schools throughout the nation

which heve offered and are offering some type
to girls.

of

shop work

The trend seems to be towards a shop designed to

meet the needs of the homemaker.
In the Douglas High School, Wewoka, Oklahoma, F.

L.

Harris, in setting up a course of study for girls writes:

(l3:4)
for
In developing a practical industrial arts coarse
and
girls, one centrsl thought must be held in mind
every unit of work offered should grow directly
The point around which the course of
out of it
study crystallizes is very well expressed in the
question: What should the girl know, and be able
to do, in order to be a better homemsker?
.

Mr. Harris draws the following conclusions:
1.

2.

3.

(13:43)

Girls are receiving some industrial arts trainin the
ing, but only a beginning has been made
field.
Industrial arts for girls ±s becoming an important issue among industrial arts teachers
and supervisors.
Girls wIll become interested in industrial
the
arts in proportion thet the content of

14
course of study is designed to meet specific
needs and interest.
4.

From the studies made, mixed classes are found
to be general, because, no doubt only a small
number of diris chose to take the subject.
This does not argue that mixed classes are the
best.

5.

Industrial arts classes for girls should be
elective in all grades, nine to twelve indus

6.

ive.

This is an unexplored field of education, the
potentialities of which are yet unfathomed,
inviting the careful study of schoolmen and
challenging the industrial arts teacher to
meet the needs of our modern social and economic order.

In 1929

:uncie,

Indiana, instituted

a

three weekst

course in shopwork for the girls in the junior high sctol.
This work centered around woodworking tools.

objectives
S.

of

this course as stated by the teacher, Mr.

Preston are:
1.

The aims and

(21:32)

To give information needed in the wise
selection of industrial products.

*

2.

To teach the care and use of tcols and mechanical devIces used by girls and women in
their homes and communities.

3.

To teach how to proceed when household
ficulties occur.

It

lì.

du-

seems quite evident that to fulfill the aims and

objectives stated above,

a

course much longer than

thr

weeks is needed; but such an experiment adds to the progress of the program of industrial arts for girls.
In 1941

,

the author

liad

the privilege of teaching In-

dustrial arts classes in automobile driver education to

15

E1r1s in the Sa1ina, California, Union High School.

gIrls

as. a

group showe1 more definite intereot

period,

evening classes were teught in Motor Corps for wo-

men under the auspices

tered about
of

most

During the same

The course lasted one semester.

boys.

t9n

The

a

of

the Red Cross.

definite 1±st

twenty hours.

It

of

The course ca

objectives, with a time limit

was very enlightening to learn how much

subject matter could be covered with satisfacbion in such a

lImited time.
The development of the program of industrial arts for

girls is shown on the following map.

showing, but only
states.

a

This is not

a

complete

cross section throughout the several
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CHAPTER

III

TRE STUDY

Industrial 8rts has 1on been thoufht of by :nost educators and laymen as a part of enera1 education which
should be offered to boys. 1'iany of these same people have
been opposed to girls enrolling in industrIal arts classes,
whetber they be co-educational or special classes suited to
girls' needs. A survey, throughout the several states, of
the industrial arts prorarn for girls shows a definite de-

sire among industrial arts supervisors to incorporate such
training in the curriculum. Although many administrators
are notopposed to shop courses being co-educational, most
girls are reluctant to enroll in them because of the g1erally accepted belief that shop courses are primarily for
boys.
determine if Industrial arts would be of
value to secondary school girls in preparing them for their
ultimate careers as housewives, the writer gathered data
from industrial arts supervisors and from housewivs, then
In

compared

oier to

their opinions.
industrial arts have recogcourses for girls, for various

While most supervisors of

nized the value of shop
reasons only

a minimum

number of schools have incorporated

into theIr curriculum,awp course specially planned for
girls. C. E. Nihart, Supervisor of ocational and

!SJ

Fractical Arts in Los

ngeles, states in a letter accompy-

ing the returned questionnaire:

We have had many girls' shop classes in the Los
Angeles junior and senior high schools In the
past thirty years, and the majority of these
Separate
classes have been fairly successful.
not be enwill
shop classes for girls, however,
of
course
tirely satisfactory until a definite
subthe
study is developed and a place made for
ject in the curriculum.
L. V. Newkirk, Director of

Industrial Arts

of

Chicago,

writes:

We require girls in grades seven and eight to take
"home mechanics" and have so far given the course
to 250,000 girls. We also give the boys home arts
in grades seven and eight.

Walter

H. Klar,

Supervisor

of

Fine and Industrial Arts of

Springfield, iassachusetts, states:
...a year ago the idea of smiller courses to those
suggested in this questionnaire was discussed in a
meeting of principals and supervisors. The result

The supervisors were of the
opinion that such courses should be offered. The
principals cf the schools, as a group, recognized
the value of such courses, but contended that
other types of work woali have to be dropped to
secure time for such instruction. The principals
pointed out that such courses might be offered to
girls of low academic standing. This point was
not concurred in by the supervisors, as they were
of the opinion that the type of Information and
most of the skIlls resulting from such a course
were of universal value to women.
of that meeting was:

The matter of these courses for girls is to be
further discussed at sorne opportune time...

The majority of the schools offering shop training to
girls have either (i) an exchange program with the home

economics department, which gives tne boys an opportunity

19

to enroll for a semester of cooking, leaving the shops free

to accommodate the

ir1s;

or (2)

a

home mechanics type of

class which is planned to introduce the knowiede and skills
a

girl is most likely to need.
I-iousewives,

although they have not had an opportunity

to enroll in industrial arts classes,

there would be in such training.

in

preciate the value

their opinion,

shop

courses could be planned in such a practical way as to help

solve many of the household problems with which they are
confronted.
Some of the comments made by women interviewed are as

follows:

think most women are undereducated along the
"home mechanics" line, and much can be done in
high school to give them the basic understandIng of the essentials.
I

courses such as these when
wouldn't have to call nearly
There is so much included
essential for any women, who
house, to know.

wish they had h.d
I
was in school.
so often for help.
here that is really
I

I

run

a

good many of these things are excellent.
After 18 years managing a home I think it would be
wonderful to have known these things when I first
started rather than learning the hard way.

Very important and would save a lot of trouble
This would be an excellent course
and expense.
hou1d
for girls to take; in fact, I think lt
most
benebe
would
be a required course as Lt
ficial in home making.
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The tabulation of the questionnaire used. in this study
shows a definite desire of housewives to have Industrial
arts trainin

placed in the secondary school curriculum.

They feel that girls receiving such trainIng will he hater

prepared to meet some of the problems
gard to purchase, use,

ukeep,

of

the home in

and repair of

re-

the household

necessities and electrical or mechanical devices which. are

directly related to the shop program.
The returns also show that 74.1

er cent of the sthool

systems have offered shop courses to girls, co-educational
and special.

Most of these special classes Lave been drop

ped from the curriculum since the beginning of Vorld
due to lack of materials, need of shops for boys,
age of qualIfied teachers.

ar II

or short-

A percentage of 97.3 of the

classes for girls have been successful.

Fa tiure in most

cases was placed dIrectly on the teacher.
The following graphs show the results of the question-

naire from eI'hty-f1ve industriel arts supervisors throughout the several

states, and of the opinion cf

the Corvallis and San Francisco arecs.
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CHAPTER 1V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOIi1IENDATION5

tabulation of this study shows that industrial
arts for girls is following a pattern often found in education. This is a process of pioneer educators making a
The

beginning, in

a

field

of thought which has been opposed by

e'lucators an laymen. The ad option has now been accepted in principle; but the incorporation into the curriculum of shop classes for girls will probably follow the
slow progress which is usually found. in most new educationmany

al ideas.
During the past five years, there has been a decline

in shop classes for

girls in

the secondary school systems.

This setbeck was caused by general war Oonditions which put

pre-induction traìning for boys and also linited
the amount of materials and supplies available. The years
j_n which shop classes for girls was necessarily stricken
from the curriculum in many of the schools will probably
prove to be only a plateau followed in the next decade by a
rapid growth of industrial arts classes for girls.
Returned questionnaIres from industrIal arts supervisors throughout the several states show that they are
unanimously in favor of some type of industrial arts training for girls, and that 73 per cent of them have incororatad classes for girls in the shop program. The chart oi
a demand on

35

the following page shows the opinion

of

supervisors as to

the type of shop work best suited to girlst needs.
The general opinion of housewives seems to be in favor
cf

a

shop training program for girls more extensive than

industrial arts supervisors think feasible.
that

a

They believe

well planned shop course for girls would have unli-

mited value in preparing them for their ultimate careers as

housewivs.
Rec ommendati ons

Since there is

a

lOO per cent positive correlation of

opinions of housewives and industrial arts supervisors

in

respect to the value of industrial arts for secondary school
girls, the writer therefore recommends:
1.

That

a.

course of study suitable to girls?

needs be developed and published in educational magazines.
2.

That colleges and universities should be en-

couraged. to enlarge their industrial arts teacber education

programs in order to qualify teachers for handling girls'
classes.
3.

That qualified leaders continue to write

tides informing educators

ai'-

and laymen of the progress being

ma d e.
4.

That secondary school girls be informed of

the value of shop courses and encouraged to enroll

in them.

2L.AL
1.

Should shop clases

e

cUST.L(::

co-educa-

tional?
2.

Should girls be segregated from the
boys but offered the sane courses?

3.

Should special courses suited
girl's needs be developed?

4.

hould these special courses be
unit shop type?

5.

Should thûse special courses be a
laboratory of indus try type?

6.

Should these special courses be a
encral shop type?

7.

Cr would the special courses be

a

to

a

more appropriately organized along
tue 'i-lone Mechanics" plan of general shop work?
8.

Have you ever offered shop courses
for irls?
O

go

40

60

80

Percentage of "Yes" answers
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APPENDIX

OREGON STATE COLLEGE
SCHOOL 0E ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS

CORVALLIS. OREGON
TRIAL ARTS DEPARTMENT
USTRIAL ADMINISTRATION
USTRIAI. EDUCATION
USTRIAL ENGINEERING

Experiences of the past few years, both before and
during the war period, have caused educators to consider
the desirability of industrial artes courses for girls as
To assist in determining the possible values,
well as boys.
if any, and to suggest the most appropriate phases of indu
trial arts for girls of secondary school aae, is the purpose of a study now in progress. Such a study will obvious-.
ly need to consider many channels, not the least of which
is the opinion of selected educators both within and outside of the industrial arts group.
The complete jury of persons to be contacted will include administrators, teachers of non-±ndustrial-arts subJects, teachers and supervisors of industrial arts, and
laymen -- particularly housewives. You have been selected
as one of a jury qualified to represent the industrial
It will be greatly appreciated, therefore,
arts viewpoint.
benefit of your reaction to the enthe
have
may
if we
closed questionnaire.

digest of the study will be furnished to all of
those cooperating, and an extra copy of the questionnaire
is enclosed so that you may compare your own opinions
with the report of the study. We shall look forward to receiving your reactions to the questionnaire, at the earliest opportunity.
A

Very truly yours,

ells,
Wallace N.
Co- ordinator

Approved:

George B. Cox, Director
Industrial Education
Oregon State Colle,e

QUEST IONNA IRE
This questionnaire is submittedas part of a survey ifl
an attempt to determine what the ndustria1 arts program can offer of value to girls in secondary schools.

Please answer by checking the appropriate column indicating whether or not, in your opinion, the items
would be valuable ir. preparing the average secondary
school girl for her probable ultimate career as a
homemakers
Use attached sheet for any additional information you
Your assistance in making this
may care to submit.
study truly representative will be greatly appreciated.

No

Yes

To understand:

1ectrical safety measure in connection
with the home
______________
Moth sot Judgin g qual t les of appi lances
Care of appliances
i.

e_tb_pds

of

ho

sew

flR

Simple circuits
nimon vo
nib ois

Principj of heat Ing element s
Principle of motors
Principle of magnetism
rincip1e of. transformers
Principle of_batteries ____________________
Fi1leof induction
Characteristics of a].ternatinR current
Characteri,stics of direct current
9,lities of conductors
_____________
uaiities of insulators
Caxrying capaciy ofjj'
Connecting in serios
Connecting in parallel

¿_i:

.

i

4

__

i
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.erictt

(cont)

ro be able to:

Replace a fuse
Repair an extension cord

Reair_a door bell
floor lamp
Read a kilowatt hour meter

Sht

off current at the master

Read housewirnguepr.nts
ReDlaco a lieht switch
ctric OLL.L

witeh box

i

j

43

Yo.odworlc

To

undemtand

ofuîo

hand

tooLs.__

Comon niater1ais..e., nails,_sande

_____ ____

Styles cf furnitu_
____ _____
Furniture desjgn
_____________
rn .tu re eoru t ru otlon ne thods_
_____
Household uses of plywood
_____ _____
Standard dirnenions and. classifications
of lumber
______
____________
______ _____
effect of
_______
_____
uai1es of hand tools
_____
T'0

be able to:

SL,W to

a line

____

bord

______

___ _____

P:.anc a surface true
________ ______ _____
Use a coping saw for inside and outside

ctu,vos

Measure with a rule
9__ç_ç_s with an auger bit

_____

Usesandpaper

____
______
_____

usehold repairs

_veneer frornBolid9od
ognizizec o rnmon

harpen
harpen

___

_____

billof materi._
-- _board feet and co;
ro _
household construtionJos
z1nòr

_____
____

____
____

Fasten with screws
Drive and draw nails
Prepare glue

&ke

_____

ed.ge

asaw

t

ype

aowood

tools

______________

____
_____
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Driver Education

i

,

le

know)edg

The care of ties
The meaning of the instrumerAt panel read-

driver
Dangers of monoxide ae
Distance required to stop at varying

o

--

be able to

Drjveacar
har1e a tire
atoh an inner tube
Thtá1:L chains
Retid the instrument panel
Check the oil

nu

the

ÑdiatoTr

ntal1

a fan belt

nstai

seat covers

'ill the battery
Lncate trouble in the fuel

________

____________
u

svtem

45

Mecbanica1
Tr

te1

m

No

rirr3t

commondrawirig tnstrumertts
oometric figures
Constructing
workigdrawi.ng
Making simple
king orthographic projections
isometric views
Makiri,

_____ _____
_____
_____ _____

tJs1rg

UsIng weight of

Dimensioning

.

______
______ _____
.

lines

.

Making a blueprint

_çfl_R house plans

Lsing drawing symbols
blueprint
eading

Lettering
To be

Make a

rilture

_____ _____
-

-

___

able to
working drawing of a piece of furcommonly

corstructed at

Draw a house plan
Read a blueprint Çhouse plan).

home

Reconjze symbols

_____ ____

raw to scalo
Make a bluqprint

_____ _____

Distinguish stylos of domestic
architecture

_____

..

_____i_____

aai
To

fini_hinz

understand methods of:
S

PreJinß material for refiishin
png_fillers
_____________
____-_____
Applying protective finishes, i.e.,

lacguer__

Cleaning and car in for brushes
of brushes
Selecting solvents for different f in
ishes
Judging comparative durability of f in
is he s
_______________________
Bleaching
____________
Speciai effects
Caring for finishing materIals
To be able to:

Judginities

Apply clear finishes, i.e., lacQuer
Apply enamel
Match
pio o eof furniture

töroper

Mix
Remove

consistency

fInishes
Finish anew projct
Ref inïsh a project
Refinish a room
_

in

To understand:

Care of plurnbin,gflxtures
____
Causes of stoppages
_______________
symbols used in house plans
Common vocabulary
Methods of judging qualities of

appliancos
To be able to:

Road a water meter
bill
Figure awat
Shut off water at the main valve
pace aucet washers
stoppages _____________
Remove
epir garden hose
ieck for gas leaks
shut off pilot lights
Rolight pilots
Shut off gas at the main valve
ead a gas motei
Figure a gas bill
Cut pìp)
Thread pipe
_______
Install yard faucett

ra Metals
Pr

indii

Yes

to tin a so1derirg copper
11ties of solder
Principles of soldering

iracteristics

Typos of common

of

common

metals

whotpgctones

able to:
Tir
soldering copper
o.lder connnon metals
Fharpen a knife

____

_____

____

_____

To be

____
______

_____

afile

W.ko.

rniEFrepairs,, i,e

Use a hacksaw

repair screens ____

______________ _____

No
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General Questions
xes
l

2.
3

4
5
6.
'?

8

Should shop classes be co-educa
tional?
________________ _______
Should girls be segregated from the
boys but öffered the Game courses?_
should special courses suited to a
girits needs be developed?
Should these special courses be a

nit

pp_jp?

Should these specIal courses be a
general type shop?
Should these special courses be a
laboratory of
Or would the special courses be
more appropriate organized along
the ttHome Mechanics" plan of gen-.
eral shop work?
Have you ever offered shop courses
fcr gtrls'

industryQW_

is

If the answer
yes, list courses

Successful

Reason for

50

sheer fo
caro to submit.

addt1on. irfnmation

